Principal Expeditions and Publications Poli-High Group

1) Principal expeditions and campaigns

We have carried out a number of scientific field campaigns, in Europe, South America, Karakoram, Himalaya, among others, as follows.

3) Summer 2009-2015. In situ runoff investigation of Dosdè the glacier (Arnoga, Valtellina, Italy), and installation of a depth gage for continuous monitoring of discharge since summer 2009.
4) Idro-Stelvio (July 2010 - now). Deployment of eleven hydrometric gauges in Stelvio Park of Italy, maintenance, and hydrological data assessment.
5) July 2011-now. Monitoring high altitude flow discharges from Indren glacier, Gressoney (AO).
7) July 2012-2013. Field investigation of Dordi glacier with the aim of monitoring the glacier response to mountain climate change, South Shishkat, Lower Shishkat, Pakistan, with specific focus on POLI HIGH mission.

2) Publications list

Full list of Publication (Daniele Bocchiola) reported, including a number of publications in the field of cryospheric sciences, as follows, with specific focus on POLI HIGH mission.

i) Books, chapters, reports
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